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workshop summary - racial equity tools - systems thinking and race: workshop summary june 2011
contributing authors john a. powell connie cagampang heller fayza bundalli acknowledgements the authors
would like to thank the california endowment for providing funding for the series of dismantling implicit
bias: and healing racial trauma training - institute in new york city, and formerly served on the faculty at
syracuse university where he held numerous positions including director of clinical training and research, as
well as chairperson of the department of child and family studies. training description: this workshop addresses
the role that race and implicit bias play in health inequities. what is implicit racial bias and how does ... proven
strategies for raising awareness and counteracting bias - implicit bias workshop: ... discrimination
where she mediated harassment, disability, age, race, and gender discrimination cases. she is a member of
the eeoc mediation panel and a frequent lecturer and coach for mediation skills trainings. madison “matt”
thompson is an affiliate of blc and has worked for over 30 years in the areas of conflict resolution, diversity,
and cultural competency ... a new analytical tool for global health research - bias free - practice the
bias free framework a new analytical tool for global health research margrit eichler, phd1 mary anne burke,
ma2 abstract objective: to test the applicability of the bias free framework in african settings. proven
strategies for raising awareness and counteracting bias - implicit bias workshop: proven strategies for
raising awareness and counteracting bias are you curious to learn more about implicit bias, but perhaps
reluctant to raise the topic with white privilege conference global – toronto - the workshop will address
the intersectionalities of race, class, gender, language, citizenship status and sexual orientation to deconstruct
the experiences of the regulation of explicit and implicit race bias: the ... - internal, low external
participants exhibited lower levels of implicit race bias than did all other participants. implications for the
development of effective self-regulation of race bias are discussed. prejudice, bias and discrimination how
to stop the cycle - workshop, or you can simply pick and choose activities that you deem relevant for other
contexts (e.g. team-building exercise for a sports team, student retreat program, etc.). implicit bias and
race - feb - (kirwan institute for the study of race and ethnicity) characteristics of implicit bias “implicit biases
are pervasive. everyone possesses them, even people with avowed commitments to impartiality such as
judges.” “the implicit associations we hold do not necessarily align with our declared beliefs or even reflect
stances we would explicitly endorse.” “we generally tend to hold ... bias - kirwaninstitute.osu - research
institute, the kirwan institute for the study of race and ethnicity works to deepen understanding of the causes
of—and solutions to—racial and ethnic disparities worldwide and to bring about a society that is fair and just
for all people. our research is designed to be actively used to solve problems in society. research and staff
expertise are shared through an extensive network ... reports on implicit bias 1. the of 1: 2014] 2. state
of ... - outlines consequences of racial bias in health care (and education), methods of countering bias, and
means of improving potentially biased decision making. 2. the bias freeframework - university of toronto
t-space - the bias freeframework a practical tool for identifying and eliminating social biases in health
research by mary anne burke global forum for health research geneva, switzerland and margrit eichler ontario
institute for studies in education university of toronto, toronto, canada. ii we wish to thank our husbands, joe
burke and donald payne, and our families for their support of our work over ... inclusive classroom institute
- university of st. thomas - inclusive classroom institute - st. thomas faculty development . last updated:
8/28/2017 . 3 . assessment/ research each workshop will be evaluated by participants and application will be
assessed structural racism for the race and public policy conference - structural racism by keith
lawrence, aspen institute on community change and terry keleher, applied research center at uc berkeley for
the race and public policy conference 2004 structural racism definition: structural racism in the u.s. is the
normalization and legitimization of an array of dynamics – historical, cultural, institutional and interpersonal –
that routinely advantage whites ... racial bias and probation: research findings and real ... - workshop
overview •bias and disparity in context •probation revocation study findings •strategies for seeking to mitigate
bias •facilitated discussion 2. disparity and bias •disparity –differences in outcomes by race and ethnicity,
regardless of cause •bias –differential treatment of individuals based on race and ethnicity: •conscious
•unconscious (“implicit bias”) 3 ...
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